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In the case examined here, a projected monument to 
twenty-first century technology can be seen to have its roots 
in the Industrial Revolution itself. The first Mersey Barrage 
dates from 1768, preceding its controversial descendant by 
more than two hundred years.

Recent research on the extensive Bridgewater Archive, at 
the University of Salford's Clifford Whitworth Library, 
followed hard on the heels of that archive's listing. This 
most important collection largely comprises material from 
the early days of the Bridgewater Canal. It has provided the 
basis for a substantial revision of the published history of 
the events and personalities involved in that pioneering 
enterprise.' One item buried within the mass of papers 
might well have been passed by, given its innocuous title: 
'Copy letter from George Marchant to the Mare of Liverpool 
(dated 17 December 1768)'. 2 The subject, however, high 
lighted by the new descriptive listing, was intriguing: 'Sug 
gests a Mersey Barrage above the new dock to the opposite 
side to resist the tide etc'.

Examination of the letter, a single foolscap folio, revealed 
a fascinating scenario for improved navigation on the River 
Mersey in the mid eighteenth century. Stimulated by his 
'Curiosity, and from being connected with Canal and other 
improvements', Marchant proposed to the mayor of
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Liverpool a scheme to construct a pier or barrage across the 
River Mersey from Liverpool. It was suggested that it would 
be a cheaper, if novel, alternative to a proposed bridge and 
aqueduct over the Mersey at Runcorn Gap, sixteen miles 
upstream. The impounded upper river would offer nav 
igation free from tidal hazards and obviate the need for a 
new canal from Runcorn to Liverpool. Together with this 
improvement came 'several other advantages'.

The merchants and members of Liverpool Corporation's 
Common Council were keen supporters of the new canal 
age. a record acknowledged by Marchant in his opening 
address. In 1755 Messrs Taylor and Eyes had been engaged 
to survey the line for a water route from Liverpool to Hull. 
aiming to join the River Trent to the Weaver or Mersey. 1 
The first length of the Sankey Navigation opened in 1757, 
welcomed and largely financed by members of the Common 
Council. The proposed 'Navigation from the Trent to the 
Mersey' also received financial backing and public encour 
agement in 1765, as did surveys for a Leeds-Liverpool canal 
in 1767 and 1768. 4

Little is known about George Marchant. The Isleworth 
parish rate book for 1768 shows him to be the proprietor of a 
flour mill at Mill Bridge, Isleworth, Middlesex (modern 
Hounslow, west London). He lived in Church Street, 
owning a house and pleasure garden. George Marchant 
continued to pay rates to 1795, after which his son William 
was recorded as the mill owner. George's death in that year 
cannot be positively confirmed, as the burial records for the 
parish have not survived. No other record has been found of 
the tour or canal connections mentioned in his letter. 5 Nor 
is there any indication that the proposed barrage ever 
proceeded beyond Marchant's letter. There can be no doubt 
of the impracticality of the idea at that time, given the tidal 
range and strength of the river, let alone the distance to be 
crossed. The proposal was but one of many suggestions for 
navigation improvements which attended the canal age. 
However, the writer obviously had some knowledge of 
inland navigation, and was apparently impartial in the 
debates surrounding the local navigation schemes of the 
time.

Its central theme apart, the letter is also important for its
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incidental references to contemporary events and issues. By 
linking Brindley with the troubled New Dock foundations, 
for example, it hints that he was more active in Liverpool 
than has been previously indicated. The problems of 
navigation on the Mersey's superfluous tidal waters are 
contrasted with the inadequacy of the fresh water supply for 
Liverpool's domestic and industrial needs. Marchant's con 
cluding financial statement of the advantages of his scheme 
may of course be regarded as highly speculative. So too may 
his assertion that the toll for those crossing the river by his 
pier 'will be paid with pleasure by every one who Passes it'.

In transcription, editing has been kept to the minimum to 
preserve the colour of the communication. However, the 
original greatly lacks punctuation, which has been added 
where it will assist reading and interpretation.

[Endorsed] Coppy of Geo: Merchants [sic] Letter 
to the Mare of Liverpool 17th Deer: 1768

[Ir.J Chester Deer: 17th: 1768

Gentlemen, the publick part you have taken in the late 
Inland Canal Navigation renders an apology for the present 
Address unnecessary, as any hint that tends towards pro 
moting so Noble a design must give you pleasure and meet 
with your approbation.

In my late tour through this part of the Kingdom, 
Curiosity, and from being connected with Canal and other 
improvements, led me to observe what has been doing and 
is yet intended in this way at Runckern &c. Without the 
least intention to Critisise or censure any part of what has 
been done, will take the liberty to offer a different method of 
obtaining the end propos'd by the inte[ndejd Bridge and 
Aqueduct at Runkern,6 attended with several other advan 
tages stated at foot.

Notwithstanding the proposal may at first sight appear a 
little extrordinary and out of the Common way, must beg 
your indulgence in suspending a Conclusion till after the 
same be communicated to those on whose judgement you 
can rely. And in order for its' being more generally known,
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you have my leave to insert the substance of this letter in 
your Liverpool paper, nameless/ and cause one of them to 
be sent to each of the principal Gentlemen concern'd in the 
Estate adjoining to the Mersey, also the Duke of 
Bridgewater8 and others interested in the great Canal from 
Liverpool to Hull.

The proposal is no less then building a pier from 
Liverpool above the new Dock9 to the opposite shore, of 
sufficient strength to resist and keep out the Tide from 
flowing higher up then the said pier; in which to be fixed 
one or more Gates sufficient for admitting Ships above the 
[lv.] said pier at low water serving as a Dock for such light 
Vessels as are likely to be laid up for some time, also for 
Shipp building. The Communication with the Docks wou'd 
not be at all interupted; on the contrary, the Current being 
obstructed they will Pass into [them] with less difficulty. 
The whole of the Land now overflow'd by the Tide in the 
River Mersey above Liverpool will by this means be recov 
ered, except the Natural Channells for the Passage of the 
fresh water from the River Mersey and Weavere, together 
with a Small distance above the said pier that will be 
overflow'd during every flood Tide, and which will be lett 
of[f] at every ebb. The great advantage from the many 
Thousand Acres that will remain recover'd, wants no ex 
planation, and the several Gentlemen proprietors of Estates 
on the Banks of the said river will be reliev'd from any future 
aprehensions of having them wash'd away. The Navigation 
on the River Mersey will by this means be freed from the 
present objections, be safe and certain and every River 
connected with it be also improv'd. The Passage down be 
expeditious, and if it should be apprehended the current 
would be too strong for the return of the Flatts, 10 it would be 
very easy to form a ditach'd Canal on the present shore, the 
water to be taken in so high up as necessary and continued 
on a level with high water mark, quite into the South Dock 
and thro' the others and from the New Dock into the Bason 
and Mersey below the Pier." By this method a commu 
nication with the Docks would be opned without interfering 
with any Land, Buildings, or other interests, as must be the 
case in the other method. The said Canal, kept up to high 
water, will give an opportunity for Supplying the Town of
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Liverpool with fresh water by a water wheel, working one or 
more Enjines in the fall of water from the said Canal into 
the Mersey below the Pier and New Dock: this method of 
raising water to a proper height in a Reservoir would amply 
supply Liverpool with a superabundance of Water for every 
Purpose. 12

[2r.j This method, I presume, will be thought a remedy 
sufficient to render the great expence of a Bridge and 
Aquiduct at Runkern and Cutting a Canal from thence to 
Liverpool quite unnecessary. The Locks must be the same 
either way, with this Difference, that at Runkern there being 
form'd altogether will be less expensive then there being 
seperately form'd Elsewhere.''

The advantage of a communication between Liverpool 
and Cheshire by the said Pier cannot be other than [a] 
pleasing and desirable object, at [the] same time [it will] 
produce a very Considerable Toll that will be paid with 
pleasure by every one who Passes it; it remains then only to 
Query:

1st whether the Undertaking is Practicable. 
2nd: Wheather the expence will be an objection.

In order to judge of the former, please to send Master 
Bridley 14 a Coppy of this and desire his opinion and 
objections. For my own part from his Caracter I have no 
doubt of his acquiissence; at least whatever may be his 
objections he will readily commit them to paper, in order 
that I may have an opportunity to obviate them. His 
Candour will no doubt allow it Possible for others to be as 
successfull under water as he has been above; Experience I 
believe must now convince him that a good foundation 
would have been easily had for the New Dock much further 
out then at present, and the Expence of removing the earth 
in the Dock avoided, and which I flatter myself might be 
done in a difiererent way then is now taken, and thereby 
saving of Thousand Pounds at least in doing it. 1 '

As to the latter, the Expence of building the said pier, am 
not furnish'd with the necessary Particulars for an Estimate, 
but will take the Liberty to add that it does not deserve to be
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named in oposition to the many and Very great advantages 
attending this Plan; at the same time including the expence 
saved at Runkcrn and from thence to Liverpool by this 
means occasion'd. I am not anyway interested in this 
Business other than the Publick advantage, which makes no 
doubt will think of the proposer in a proper time and 
manner.

[2v.J I am Respectfully Yrs

Geo Marchant 
of Islworeth in Middlesex near London

The advantages

10,000 Cheshire Acres 16 of £20,000 pr annum
Land Recovered

Tool [Toll] from the Pier 2,000pr Do: 
Rent from the Water at Liverpool 5,000pr Do: 
Saving at Runkern and at Liverpool

' 60:000 at 5 pr Cn [per cent]: is 3,000pr Do:

30,000 pr annum

NOTES

1 H. Malet, The Canal Duke (Davvlish, 1961); revised and republished as 
Bridgewater: the Canal Duke, 1736-1803 (Manchester, 1977). Marchant's 
letter is briefly dealt with in the latter work, p. 1 Hi.

2 University of Salford, Clifford VVhitworth Library, Bridgewater 
Archive, Document NA 5/409. Dr H. Malet was responsible for the 
transfer of the Bridgewater Archive from Mertoun, on loan from the 
Trustees of the Estate of His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

3 J. Lindsay, The Trent & Mersev Canal (Newton Abbot, 1979), p. 18.
4 Liverpool's early canal activities are comprehensively described 

by J. R. Harris, 'Early Liverpool canal controversies', Liverpool and 
Mersejside: essays in the economic and social history of the port and its 
hinterland, ed. J. R. Harris (London, 1969), pp". 78-97. See also J. 
Touzeau, The rise and progress of Liverpool (Liverpool, 1910), II, 
pp. 536-537.

5 There is, however, a later tenuous link with canal improvements. 'Mr 
Marchant' appears as a landowner on the route of one of Brindley's 
proposed River Thames improvements, a canal from Monkey Island
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to Isieworth: .1 plan of the River Thames from Boulters Lock to Mortlake. 
surveyed by order of the City oj London in 1770 bf James Brindley engineer 
(1771). "

6 The bridge and aqueduct over the River Mersey at Runcorn Gap was 
intended to carry the proposed Trent and Mersey Canal to a 
terminus at Liverpool. The desired cross-country water commu 
nication from Liverpool to Hull would thus be achieved. The idea for 
an aqueduct crossing was first recorded by Thomas Bentley, 
Liverpool merchant, friend of Josiah Wedgwood, and co-promoter of 
the Trent and Mersey Canal. In a manuscript amendment to his 
printed promotional pamphlet. Bentley noted: 'Mr B[rindley] can 
make the Bridge at Runcorn 70 feet above low water 60 above 
common high water, 56 above the highest tides; & with an Arch 120 
feet span': T. Bentley, A view of the advantages of inland navigation with a 
plan of a navigable canal intended for a communication between the ports of 
Liverpool and Hull (1765). Keele University Library, Special Collec 
tions and Archives, Wedgwood Accumulation, Document 24152 32. 
Brindley was apparently enthusiastic about Bentley's idea and 
proposed a combined road bridge and aqueduct. He had. however, 
already experienced difficulties in the construction of the smaller 
Barton aqueduct, and wiser counsel ultimately prevailed: Malet, 
Bridgewaler, pp. 112-113.

7 No trace of the letter has been found in Liverpool newspapers in the 
six months following its writing. Nor is there any reference to it in 
the Liverpool Corporation Town Books for the period, although 
canal and navigation matters were frequently discussed. A single 
reference to a 'pier at or from the end of the New Dock' appears in 
the minutes of a Special Council held on 20 Jan. 1769. In context, 
this relates to the termination of a proposed Leeds  Liverpool canal 
and not to Marchant's scheme: Liv. R.O., Town Books 1756-76, 
microfilm ref. 2/6.

8 Presumably this is the copy quoted here.
9 The New Dock, later George's Dock, occupied the area of the present 

Liverpool Pier Head. The Liverpool end of Marchant's proposed 
barrage would therefore probably lie between the present Canning 
Graving Docks and Mann Island. In Marchant's time, this dockside 
area, known as Nova Scotia, lay immediately to the west of the 
connecting lock between the New Dock, then still under construc 
tion, and the earlier Dry Dock. The shortest practical line for a pier 
or barrage built from this point would be some 1,400 yards. Angled 
slightly up river, to avoid Wallasey Pool on the Wirral shore, it would 
land at present-day Woodside. In 1886, the new Mersey Railway 
tunnel very closely followed this line: J. Eyes, A plan of the town of 
Liverpool (1768), Liv. R.O., Map 28 (Reference Hf 912 1768); W. 
Yates and J. Perry, A map of the environs of Liverpool taken in the year 1768 
(1769), Liv. R.O. (Reference Hf 912 SPI); Ordnance Survey'Map 6", 
Cheshire XIII. NE. (1913 edn.).

10 'Flat' is a generic term for the wide-beamed cargo vessels of the 
Mersey and associated waterways. Dimensions for a typical mid
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eighteenth-century Mersey sailing flat would be 50-75 feet length, 
14 16 feet beam, carrying up to 55 tons on a draught of 4 5 feet.

11 Such a canal would thus enter the Liverpool shore some distance 
upstream of the dock complex. Running parallel to the shore line, it 
would enter the southern end of South Dock (later Salthouse Dock), 
and cross the previously tidal entrance of the Old Dock. Passing the 
end of Marchant's barrage at Nova Scotia, it would run into the New 
Dock. From there, vessels could lock out into the new tidal basin and 
the river below the barrage: Eyes. Plan of Liverpool.

12 Ironically, although excessive tidal waters were apparently causing 
problems for llatmen and estate owners, the town of Liverpool was 
finding great difficult) in meeting its basic need for water for 
industry: Barker, 'Liverpool canal controversies', p. 85.

13 The bridge and aqueduct were never attempted, nor the canal from 
Runcorn to Liverpool. The duke of Bridgewatcr's influence ensured 
that the Trent and Mersey Canal terminated at a junction with his 
own canal at Preston Brook, south east of Runcorn: Malet, 
Bridgewater. p. 112. The 82-ft fall from the Bridgewater Canal above 
Runcorn down to the River Mersey was overcome in 1773, by a single 
flight of ten locks. With Marchant's scheme not pursued and no 
direct canal connection, tidal hazards continued to affect the 
increasing number of vessel movements between Runcorn and 
Liverpool.

14 Marginal note in a different hand: 'Brindly', i.e. James Brindley.
15 There is a hint here that Brindley had been connected with the 

building of the New Dock. Henry Berry probably directed the work, 
first started in 1762, but much was destroyed by a violent storm in 
October of that year. Construction was not resumed until April 1767, 
with the New Dock opening in 1771. In 1764 the Common Council 
had requested Brindley to advise them about cleaning mud from the 
docks. According to John Phillips's enthusiastic account of his old 
master, 'the great Brindley'. this was successfully achieved, as was 
'building walls against the sea without mortar'. The governors of 
Liverpool continued to seek Brindley's advice on canal matters, 
choosing him to conduct canal surveys in 1768 and 1769. It is 
therefore quite possible that Brindley was also engaged as a consul 
tant during the construction of the New Dock: N. Ritchie-Noakes, 
Liverpool's historic waterfront (London, 1984), p. 27: J. A. Picton, 
[Liverpool] Municipal archives and records (Liverpool, 1886), pp. 243-245; 
J. Phillips, A general history of inland navigation (1805; reprinted Newton 
Abbott, 1970), pp. iv, 110. For contemporary dock construction 
techniques: R. A. Stephenson, 'The development of the Liverpool 
dock system', in Transactions of the Liverpool Nautical Research Society, 
VIII (1953-4, 1954-5), pp. 62-65.

16 A Cheshire acre was 10.240 square yards: H. Holland, General view of 
the agriculture of Cheshire (1808), p. 342.
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